Where business insight meets personal growth

“The changes and opportunities that lie ahead are enormous; Impetus will allow you and
your leadership team to look with new eyes and allow yourself to think and feel from
myriad perspectives of being, living and working.” - Anni Hood, Founder Well Intelligence

Well-Come to Impetus Hub
Hello! If you’re reading this, you’re almost there.
I invite you to embrace the future in a diﬀerent way. I invite you to be open-minded to the potential of a
more present version of yourself that may, at ﬁrst, seem unfamiliar.
My vision for this community is to inspire and reveal the interconnection that exists, consciously and
unconsciously, in every single aspect of how we show up in the world – this matters for us as individuals,
as leaders, as part of a team, as an investor or as a board director. It matters because we all want to feel
comfortable in our own skin. I am witnessing an increased desire in people to feel in alignment with who
they are and what they do. The pandemic is not the cause of this increased consciousness but it has
magniﬁed the instinct for it.
The purpose of the Impetus Hub is to create a space where business, work and personal growth can
exist and ﬂourish together, through the lens of human and planetary value. I’ve created a combination of
business insight and intelligence with personal connection and exploration – where business intelligence
is aligned with personal growth.
With love and inspiration,

Anni
Anni Hood is the founder and Chief Executive of Well Intelligence, a research, insights, strategy and education hub delivering market
evidence, analysis and solution models that make the case for wellbeing investment in business, society and individuals.
Well Intelligence comprises a diverse and ever evolving portfolio of wellness services and products including Masterclass Series,
Walk The Talk, Corporate Core and Well Tech. Anni has had a career in the Wellness Industry spanning two decades and took her
ﬁrst steps as an entrepreneur when she created K.I.S Lifestyle Wellness Community over 10 years ago. Anni is a pioneer for the
integration of personal and planetary wellbeing in business, work, life and play.

Impetus Hub - Where business insight meets personal growth
Context
The Impetus Hub is an online, vibrant community of like-minds seeking to play an
instrumental part in the transformation of how we do things in daily work, life and
play. The world is in ﬂux. Change is the only certainty. Wellbeing is no longer a
trend, it is a deepening culture that is being increasingly interwoven through
business, government, society and lifestyle. Personal consciousness, presence and
awareness is the new resilience and all of these aspects are interdependent facets
of the whole. Silos no longer exist, integration, fusion, transparency and cohesion
are paving the way.
Who is this for?
You are a pro-active pace-setter who seeks a like-minded community for
inspiration, joined-up knowledge, insight, compassion and an opportunity to
redeﬁne your imprint on the world at this historic and revolutionary time.
Impetus will enable growth in conscious leadership, personal presence and
awareness. It will give you a players advantage on wellbeing relative insight,
intelligence and practical solution. You are invited to join a progressive,
cross-industry gathering of game-changers, all eager to drive the value of human
wellbeing and people centric culture.

“The world is in ﬂux. Change is the only
certainty. Wellbeing is no longer a trend, it
is a deepening culture...”

Community structure
You’re in for inclusive, whole hearted insight into what ‘real time’
alignment looks like in this rapidly evolving world.
The hub will provide an opportunity to vastly increase your insight
on the most valuable wellbeing inﬂuences whilst simultaneously
becoming more connected with yourself. Your knowledge bank and
individual wellbeing tool kit is about to grow exponentially.
The sessions will alternate between;
1) Business relative insights that will reﬂect some of the Masterclass
Series contents and headlines as well as topical issues that warrant
discussion.
2) Personal growth discussion, recommendations and simple but
profound practices that strengthen, calm and bring you into
presence
Further information, questions and insights will be delivered
through a supportive WhatsApp group and a password protected
community page within the Well Intelligence site.

Impetus Hub - Sample Content
All of our content is inspired and curated through real-time observations and events, delivered in an expedient style. We don’t develop content and repeat it, rather,
we bring you considered thought leadership and cross-industry insights gained from topical research, experience and gathered opinion from the experts in our
network and from global groundbreakers. Considered analysis is shared in the richness of discussion; we join the dots amidst these rapid and often bewildering
parallels of change. Don’t forget, this community also advocates personal growth, exploration and tools to stay well mentally, emotionally and spiritually.
Following are samples of weekly topic content – the structure is to open with questions, observations or insights that are discussed and explored. Research, scientiﬁc
evidence, recent legislation and relevant news is shared and discussed as well as take-ways for further exploration - we alternate between business speciﬁc and
personal wellbeing.

Sample Content One:
Deﬁning business priorities and the new cornerstones
emerging from the pandemic
Q: What have the new foundation stones of business become?
Q: How do recalibrated priorities show up in societal, environment
and humanity terms?
The gamut of evolution and inﬂuence is a universal wave of
increasing awareness: a constant reminder that the wellbeing of
people and the health of the planet are inseparable.
Further to that, a growing realisation that we’re at the tipping point
of a re-set that means old structures, old thinking and
dispassionate transactional attitudes are fading in the evolution of
consciousness, self-care and a more focused purpose.

Sample Content Two:
Why sleep needs to be higher on your wellbeing priority
list
Q: How does poor sleep impact your physical and brain health?
Q: What are the quickest and most eﬀective lifestyle tweaks to
increase good quality sleep?
Despite overwhelming scientiﬁc evidence that supports the value
of sleep, it is still the time in the day that gets compromised most
by other things deemed more important; a pressing work deadline,
a gripping Netﬂix series or simply bad habits that have become the
norm.
This session will highlight the facts on what good quality sleep
delivers and also, the impact of incrementally poor sleep patterns.
If you want to know the science of what’s happening within you,
we’ll talk about the technology that can help you with that too.

Impetus Hub - Sample Content
Sample Content Three:
The move from feeling better to being better at feeling
Q: Personal growth and connection is a shift to keep an eye on,
comfort levels are increasing.
Q: Why does heart centred resilience and inner connection matter so
much?
An observation that clariﬁed recently is the signiﬁcance of a limiting
mindset, one that may be indiﬀerent to spiritual values or
dismissive of a shift in the ‘feel’ of things. An unwillingness to be
open to a power greater than ourselves, whether that be universal
energy, god or something else may also be an unwillingness to
consider something diﬀerent to the ‘old’ way of doing things. That
can and will, hold us back, in leadership and in life.

Sample Content Four:
Conscious leadership; what it means, why it matters,
where to begin?
Q: Will you still attract talent if historically ‘old values’ remain part of
your leadership identity?
Q: What are the ﬁnancial successes, relative to conscious leadership?
Whether public or private sector, SMEs or multi-nationals,
leadership calls for a greater sense of humanity – it begins with a
greater sense of connection and compassion with yourself.
Following that awareness is a more conscious instinct for how
business is practiced, how teams and supply chain are valued and
what this means for proﬁt and brand worth. There are many
examples of exceptional conscious leadership, those ahead of their
time and those breaking ground now.

Impetus Hub Subscription

Duration & Inclusions

Impetus Corporate Subscription

Impetus Fellow Subscription

One hour live session every Monday
~
Join at either 0800 BST or 1800 BST
~
Session audio recording
~
Session notes in community login
~
Fellows’ WhatsApp group access
~
Impetus Hub digital fellow badge
~
20% discount on Masterclass Series

Four weeks
up to 10 people £875
up to 25 people £2125
up to 50 people £3995

One week taster - £30
Four weeks - £95
Twelve weeks - £250
Annual - £900

Twelve weeks
up to 10 people £2300
up to 25 people £5500
up to 50 people £10750

Please note fees exclude VAT at 20%

Annual
up to 10 people £8500
up to 25 people £20625
Please note fees exclude VAT at 20%

A fast-track for insight,
knowledge and personal
growth

A chance to transform
how we live our lives

A platform for change-makers
from every generation to plug
into and contribute to a new
way of being

Join Impetus Hub and become part of this dynamic community.
Get in touch now to commence fellowship of Impetus Hub.
Contact Us

